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ABSTRACT 

The k ine t i c behavior of a point reactor i s described. The effect on 

the reactor of a s tep function and l inear dependence of the reac t iv i ty , wuh 

temperature feedback is discussed. The 3200-MIMIC code is applied and 

numerical examples are included. 
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INTRODUCTIO:.. 

Due to an accident or a mistake, positive reactivity might be injected 

into a critical reactor. The reactor would then be super-critical, and the 

neutron flu.v and t.̂.e power of the reactor would increase in time. Such a 

situation w^s discussed by Schult: for cases in which the inserted reactivity 

is given by 

z = :• + At (1) 
in 

where, L.^ and A are constants. 

Cases where A=0 are those known as "step jumps in reactivity"sUch as when 

there is a rapid withdrawal ot a control rod, or disintegration of fuel element-

The cases in which o^n= 0 are the cases caused by gradual withdrawal of 

control rods,insertion of unusually cold coolant and improving the reflector. When 

both p^ n and A do not equal zero it is a combination of the above cases. 

Kith an increase of reactor power the temperatures of the fuel, the 

cladding, the coolant and the moderator will increase. As a re.iult, 

antireactivity will accumulate in the reactor, due to the negative temperature 

coefficiftnt of the reactivity, required in operating reactors. The accumulated 

antireactivity tends to compensate for the positive reactivity inserted into 

the reactor by Till accident or mistake. The temperature effect^ especially 

(2 ) on so-called pul.eed reactors has already been discussed 

These dicussions deal with the insertion of positive reactivity and 

take into account the feedback of antireactivity due to the temperature 

rise of the fuel and the moderator. 
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PROBLEM REPRESENTATION 

The kinetic equations for the point reactor model are given by(l); 

*.£.£.. UP J ,.,. 
dt A' 3 i J K f.i *i ci (2) 

d « . £ i P - XJCJ i. 1,2, ..,,6 C3) 

6 
1-1 

The power of the reactor is P, end Cj and Si are the precursors'power, and the 

fraction of neutrons emitted in the i-th group. The prompt neutron life-time 

is A. 

The reactivity p in l!q(2) consists of two parts, the positive reactivity 
given by Eq.Cl) and the feedback of the antireactivity due to temperature rise. 
In order to determine this feedback assume that the temperatures of the fuel 
and moderator are given by their average temperature and that the reactivity 
temperature coefficient is linear. Furthermore the average temperature of 
the coolant is the same as the moderator, 

\ _^_ •FuellTi) 
Fig 1; Unit ce l l in the 

—r • Cladding (T2) assumed reactor. 
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With these assumptions in the unit cell (Fig 1) the reactivity in Eq.(2) 

will have the form: 

p = a + bt - B 1 C T 1 - T 1 > 0 ) - B 3 ( Tj - T. j 0) (5) 

where Tj 0 and T- Q are the steady state temperatures. The temperature 

coefficients of the fuel and the moderator are given by B. and B,, respectivly. 

The contribution of the antireactivity due to the temperature rise of the 

cladding is neglected. 

The .r.itial conditions are that at t=o the reactor is critical with 

power p 0 and moderator temperature T-" _. The initial temperatures of the 

fuel and the cladding T^ Q and T, Q as well as the work temperatures T, ,T-

and T- are determined from the equations: 

S l

 d T i V ! i 
dT~ = p " R (6) 

(7) 

S — i =_2—3. - n (8) 
3 dt R 2

 v c 

The heat capacity (M joule/ °C) of the fuel and the cladding are calculated 

Dy multiplying the specific heats of the elements by their weight in the 

reactor. The heat resistance of the fuel and the ciadding Rj and R 2 are 

determined from detailed heat transfer calculations. Another way to deterhimt 

Rj and R, is to measure the steady state temperatures T 1 | 0 , Tj 0 and T J > ( | and 

using Eq.(6J,(7) and (8). The heat resistance is given in °C/MW. 

The equations (6) , (7] and (8) are balance equations, In Eq. (6) the 

amount of heat absorbed by the fuel is relative tofdifference between the power 

Hit 
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and the amount of heat transfered to the cladding. In Eq.(8) the temperature 

rise of the coolant and the moderator is due to the difference between the 

amount of heat transferred from the cladJing to the coolant and the cooling 

capacity. The cooling capacity is 0. and it is constant in time. 

THE SOLUTION. 

The problem was represented by eleven equations and eleven unknown 

parameters, P, C ^ D . T J , ^ and T_, Their solution was found with the 3200-MIMIC 

progranr on a CDC-3600 computer (Appendix). 

As numerical example, the case of a natural uranium heavy water reactor 

is solved, ihe intial power, P_( is 26 HIV and so is the cooling capacity Qc.. 

The initia: temperature of the moderator is T_ . =54 °C. The heat 

capacities of the fuel, cladding and moderator are: 

Sj- 1.3 S,» 0.03 S = 50.0 [M joule/°C] 

and the heat resistance is 

Rj B 3.0 R 2= 15 IaC/MW; 

The prompt-neutron life time in this reactor is 0.0006 sec. and the reactivity 

temperature cofficients are: 

The delayed neutron parameters for u*-35
 ; 

Xj= 1.24x10 " 

V 2.679JC1C-5 

' 4= 3.01x10"' 

all the \ are in sec 

3:= 1 .490x10' 

* • > = J ,05x10"' 

s 5 ° 7 .82x10"' 

).= 1 .14 

0.0001J ; c°c)"' 
(4) 

6.= 1 •333X10"3 

V 1 . l lx lO" 1 

V 2, ,86xl0" 4 

V 3. .016 



The results of the main parameters as function of time due to the 

following reactivity input are given in Figs 2-10 

Reactivity Input 

in " 1 case ID" 5 ID" 5 

1 0 20 
2 so 0 
3 50 20 

20 ^tlsec} 60 

Fig 2: The power as function of time, for P^ n
30 and A-2x10 
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550 

Fig. 3: Fuel temperature as function 

of time, for p. -0 and A-2X10"1*. 

4 0 t (seel 6 0 



PIMW: 

' 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
Usee) 

Fig. 5: The pnwer as function of time, for P i n =5xl0 and A=0. 

T, CO 

20 40 60 80 100 
t Isec) 

r i g . 6: fuel temperature as function of time, for P i n

= 5 x 1 ^ '' 

120 

and A"0. 
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T 3 C O 
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54-OL 
20 40 ,, .60 Usee) 80 100 120 

Fig. 7: Moderator temperature as function of time, for p. ̂ SxlO"1* and A«0. 
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F i E - 8 : The power as function of time, 

for p. •=5x10"'' and A-2X10"1*. 
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/ 
I Fig. 9: Fuel temperature as function 
j 
; of time, for p. =5xl0 - 1 1 and A=2xl0~u. 

4 0 , , .60 t(sec) 

T 3 ( ° C ) 

Fig. 10: Moderator temperature as function of time, for p. «=Sxl0-1* 

and A=2xl0~'t. 
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The listing of the MIMIC program. 

Co>. a A H ) .L* r l? . t«M3, | *M*,(,*nb,L*H6) 

D; u rB| | iL»fUA| 

BE1* «r>n (rtC T , ,BETj,BET3.BET4..BEr5,B£T6| 

sSIS 
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